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CHAPTER III 

RESEARCH METHOD 

 

3.1 Research Approach 

This thesis used Descriptive method to describe Javanese swears words 

which occur in facebook. Descriptive method is a method that the researcher 

focuses on observing a subject and recording a description of the observation. 

It covers the research design, subject of the study, and source of data, 

instrument of the study, data collection and data analysis technique. In this 

way, the data are in forms of description of utterances within social 

interaction according to what have been directly observed in the facebook as 

one of the means of Computer-Mediated Communication (CMC). 

3.2 Technique of data collection 

3.2.1 Source of the Data 

This research conducted on facebook. The writer got the data 

information from the facebookers post in facebook. 

3.2.2 Instrument of the Study  

In descriptive research, the main instrument is laptop or PC. The 

second instrument is a sociolinguistics book, and the third instrument is note 

book to taking a note. 
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3.2.3 Procedure 

The writer connects to internet and opens his facebook and then 

collected data by going through the following procedures:The first step, the 

writer searchedand read all of Javanese facebookers account that posted 

used a swear words in their facebook wall, in this step the writer search five 

account from all Javanese facebookers in facebook, the writer did this step 

started to November 2013, and the writer will did this step until the writer 

has many data for the thesis.The second step, the writer found the Javanese 

female account that used Javanese swear words in their posted, the writer 

directly made a note and took a photo the data and the writer also directly 

saved the data in computer.The third step, the writer was by put the data 

based on the main theories such as copulative terms, excretory terms, human 

genital terms, sexual irregularities term, and animal terms, the writer also 

put the data into categories based on the swear words purposes. 

3.3 Data Analysis Technique 

After collecting the data, the writer tried to analyze them do the 

following steps: (1) taking the data collecting before, and reading, (2) 

selecting the best post, and utterances of the data, (3) analyzing the data 

according to the theory of Javanese swear word, types of  Javanese swear 

word, and the purpose used Javanese swear words state in facebook. (4) 

Reading the post in facebook to investigate the emotion of the post, and (5) 

making conclusion as the result of analysis and findings. 




